Child Abuse Prevention Diorama

In groups of four, you will create a three dimensional diorama using a poster board. Create a student learning center to exhibit strategies to prevent child abuse and facts about child abuse. The center and written report will include:

- distinguish the type of abuse and neglect
- determine warning signs for the type of abuse
- how to become aware of the risk factors for child abuse
- analyze ways of breaking the cycle of abuse

Teacher will assign the topic to be researched by each group:

- physical abuse
- emotional abuse
- sexual abuse
- abandonment
- substance abuse
- neglect

Your group will be assessed by “Rubric for Child Abuse Prevention Diorama” and you will present your diorama to the class. Each group member will write a one page personal reflection on what he or she learned from this lesson and how he or she plans to use the information now and in the future.